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EDITOR’S NOTE
Hi everyone
Welcome to our third news-letter for 2019. Thanks
to those of you who contributed to it as these
contribution are essential to the newsletter‘s
success previously in the first and second edition.
In this edition‘s section, we are delighted to
announce that Anvia has completed the appointment of an academic council to provide
academic leadership and governance to its
Education Services Portfolio. In this edition
also serves you with exciting story about the
“Festival of Breaking Fast” or we call it Aidilfitri,
is an important religious holiday celebrated
by Muslim worldwide that marks the end of
Ramadan, the Islamic holy month of fasting.
The wonderful part of being from a multi-racial country such Malaysia is everybody gets into the fun of the festivals.
When it’s Chinese New Year, even if you’re a nonChinese, going to Chinatown and taking in the
sight of preparations is a joy itself. Likewise, when
it’s Deepavali festival, it doesn’t matter if you’re
celebrating or not, getting a hand covered in henna just seems like a great way to spend 5 bucks!
Ever wondered the significance of the festival,
or what to wear and gift to your Muslim peers?
Well, our Creative Zone will share with us an article on this colourful festival. Hang on! - Hafiz
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ANVIA’S BULLETIN
ANVV COMPLETES THE APPOINTMENT OF AN ACADEMIC COUNCIL TO PROVIDE ACADEMIC
LEADERSHIP
NVV completes the Appointment of an Academic Council to provide Academic Leadership and Governance to its Education Services Portfolio. Ridgefield Park, NJ, May 23, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Anvia Holdings Corporation (OTCQB: ANVV) (the “Company” or “Anvia Holdings”) announced today that
it has appointed four leading educators to its inaugural Academic Council. “Our Education Services
Portfolio consists of several registered training organisations located across Australia and in the
Philippines. Anvia Holdings Corporation will benefit from the deep experience and leadership of our
newly formed Academic Council to promote and execute our mission of making personal and business growth accessible and sustainable. We welcome our Academic Council Chairperson, Dr Elizabeth Valentine and Councillors Emeritus Professor Alan Underwood, Dr Taizan Chan with Dr Greg
Timbrell as Secretary. The Academic Council will bring together our portfolio into a contemporary
educational vehicle that will forge new paths in teaching and learning and provide optimum opportunities for our student cohorts” said Ali Kasa, President and CEO of Anvia. Ex officio members will
include James Kennett, Executive Director of Anvia Australia and Ali Kasa, President and CEO of Anvia.

Article by : Bloomberg
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ANVIA’S BULLETIN
ANVIA HOLDINGS CORPORATION (ANVV) REPORTS 2019 FIRST QUARTER FINANCIAL RESULTS AND BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

Ridgefield Park, NJ May 21, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Anvia Holdings Corporation
(OTCQB: ANVV) (the “Company” or “Anvia Holdings”) a global technology and education service company today reported financial results and business highlights for the
first quarter of 2019 and filed its quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the three months
ended March 31, 2019 with the Securities and Exchange Commission on May 20,
2019.
2019 Business Highlights:
- Filed application to uplist company on Nasdaq
- Appointed five directors to its board out of which four are independent directors
- New Board Members include: Reyad Fezzani, Pól Ó Móráin, Dr. James G.
Shanahan,Aleem Sheikh,
James Kennett
- Executed a definitive agreement to acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares
of Host Group of Companies Pty Ltd (Host Networks), an Australian data centre and
hosting service based in Brisbane and Xseed Pty Ltd, an Australian Vocational Education Provider based in Melbourne.
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“It has been a very productive start to 2019, with the addition of 5 new directors, the
acquisition of Host Group and Xseed, as well as the filing of the application to list our
shares on Nasdaq stated Anvia President Mr. Ali Kasa.
First Quarter 2019 Financial Results:
- Total assets reported for Q1 was $5,225,618
- Revenues in Q1 increased to $1,678,069 vs. $17,839 in 2018
- Net loss reported in Q1 was $8,397,794
- Total liabilities reported in Q1 was $14,214,066 due to current financial option contingencies
- Gross profit reported in Q1 was $1,628,193 vs. $13,400 in the previous year
Anticipated Upcoming Milestones:
- Q2 2019: Revenues projected to increase to above $ 2 Million USD
- Q3 2019: Revenues projected to increase to above $ 3.5 Million USD
- Q4 2019: Revenues projected to increase to above $ 4 Million USD
“The focus for the current quarter is to further strengthen the revenue and profitability of the company. We shall do so by continuing to enhance the internal controls and
make few more acquisitions” added Mr. Kasa.
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INTERVIEW SEGMENT
BY HAFIZ HADI

EN. WAN ARJUNAWAN B. WAN HALIM
ANVIA MALAYSIA -COUNTRY CEO
Anvia Malaysia as the Holding company that controls subsidiaries such as Egnitus
(M), Sage, Entrepreneur Culture Inc. and newly acquired companies in Malaysia in
coming near future.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR SELF?
I am 45 years old , born in Negeri Sembilan and
raised in Penang (A beautiful northern Island in
Malaysia). Have been an Entrepreneur since the
past 25 years with multiple experience in various
industries. Passionate in developing other entrepreneurs to achieve their dreams. My hobby is travel to new places/countries to meet new people,
explore new cultures and widening my horizons.
I have a soft spot for kitten/cats but due to my
tight schedules and frequent travel, I still couldn’t
manage to keep any pets until today. (I love to
feed stray cats whenever I could). My favorite
color is black, silver and white and my favorite
number is number one while my zodiac is Taurus.
I am most of the time considerate and jovial.
What makes me agitated, angry and upset is the
absence of mutual respect. I just cannot tolerate these situations and disrespectful individuals. I am very forgiving but I would never forget
bad things that people do to me and my beloved
ones. I respect and look up to people with consistent principles, ethics and sincere humbleness.

WHAT WAS YOUR BEST JOB?
Never worked full time before, only part time jobs while in secondary school
(in between short semester breaks to gain exposure and experience).
My best job is being an Entrepreneur for the past 25 years and being a boss
of my own with appx 100 staffs employed under me at a very young age.
And currently now, being given the role as Anvia (Malaysia) Country CEO as
the holding company to monitor a few subsidiaries with different expertise
and multi national team members. A true exciting experience and exposure.
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TELL US, WHAT IS YOUR EARLIER MEMORY FROM CHILDHOOD?
During early childhood - No specific event I could single out but I am blessed to have received the full
love and attention by my parents. Perhaps being the eldest son gives me all the advantage over my
other siblings (I have two younger sisters and a younger brother)
During School - Being given great responsibilities as Head Prefect, President of multiple Associations
and Scout Troop Leader - The core of where I develop my leadership and maturity level at a very early
age.
WHAT ACCOMPLISHMENT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
At my teenage period - Being conferred the “King Scout” award by
the King Of Malaysia (YDP Agong) and representing Malaysia to International Jamborees as Chief-De-Mission and being conferred the
wing for parachuting.
At my young adulthood period - Being a young boss (19-25 yrs old)
with a group of 6 companies leading about 100 employees with
creating a platform for employment.
At my later adulthood period - Manage to achieve multiple professional certifications, awards and appointed panelship at Government level and representing Malaysia Delegations Internationally.

WHO WAS YOUR BIGGEST INFLUENCE IN YOUR
CAREER?
My Wife (Puan Rosesida) is my strongest supporter all
this while. She have stood by me despite my ups and
downs. She is my better half and completes my life.
She is the one who saw my capability to be a Trainer,
Coach and Consultant despite at that moment I was
busy being an entrepreneur for my own business.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN LESSON YOU’VE LEARNED IN LIFE?
Life is short. We have a purpose being send by god to be in this world. There are so many other priorities
and objectives in life besides material and fame. At the end, is not who we are, what title we hold, how
rich we might be...
I strive to be a giver, enjoy life the fullest, maximise all resources given by Allah and to give back in the
form of sedeqah either in the form of material, effort, knowledge, encouragement, support etc.
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WHAT DOES THE WORD “FAMILY” MEANS TO YOU?
It means everything to me. I admit that there was a
time where I was so occupied in business that I have
neglected my health, quality time with family and also
neglected my spiritual aspect to god and contribution
towards society. Thank god that I realized this recent
past few years and due to some life threatening events
I realised that I need to put my life back on track and
re-prioritize and create a more work life balance and
strive towards a more balanced and Quality Life.
A special thanks to my Father, Wan Halim and my
siblings who thought me the importance of family
despite my parents was divorced 27 years ago. Despite
me and my siblings lives separately, we still communicate and spend as much time together possible.
Every Family events nowadays is so meaningful because I truly appreciate the importance that maybe a
lot of people may have taken this for granted.
HOW DO YOU THINK PEOPLE WILL REMEMBER YOU?
Hope that I will be remembered as what I stand for and the contributions I dedicate in all my CSR and
sociopreneurship legacy all this while. I just hope family, friends and society would continue the legacy
platform I have created for them to keep sharing knowledge, continue networking and support each
other. I stand for the principal of Mutual Respect, Knowledge Sharing, Networking and Relationship
(Ukhwah) and being a Giver as a true supporter.
WHERE WERE YOU AND HOW DID YOU REACT TO THE FALL OF BERLIN?
For me the fall of the Wall of Berlin represents the UNITY of a great nation. Look at how the country has
grown to be stronger and integrated today. The learning point is that, any organization/company would
be stronger if we remain UNITED despite any differences we have. Learn to respect differences and start
to synergize as one despite difference of race, religion, nationality, culture, language, knowledge and
competency level - and that is what would make Anvia and all its subsidiaries as a respected multinational organization.
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WHO WE ARE?
BY JASMYN CROSS

THE EAGLE ACADEMY
Since its inception in 2003, The Eagle Academy has been Australia’s best choice for
Australian and International students looking for a complete sport, fitness & recreation academy with lots of options. The Eagle Academy is constantly improving and changing its course offerings to give our students exactly what they want.
The Eagle Academy has qualifications and courses in English, Business, Outdoor Recreation, Sport and Recreation and Fitness to increase its range of useful courses for
those seeking employment in sports clubs, gyms, tourism, hospitality or other business areas. Throw in our renowned friendly service, and it’s easy to see why over 500 students from every continent have chosen to study at The Eagle Academy in the past year.
We work with other leading Sport, Fitness, Recreation, SCUBA, Rock Climbing and Surfing Centre’s to deliver our programs. By using these specialist trainers & industry leaders, we access a range of the highest qualified coaches and best facilities in Australia.
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What’s next for us?
We plan to add three new accounting courses to scope soon. We are also in the final stages of developing a short First Aid course to be taught on weekends.
What do our students say about us?
Kimmy via Facebook: A fantastic school in Brisbane, great teacher, friendly reception. I have
9 months studying in Eagle academy Fortitude Valley Campus. The teacher is fantastic and
passion in the class. Being an international student was a bit hard in the class, but our teacher in class inspire me and encourage me always! Also, the very friendly reception in fortitude
valley campus, thanks to that you gave us a hand when we had questions or when we went
for you! This is a very special term that I am being a student in Eagle Academy fortitude valley
campus. Thank you so much for so many amazing memories while we are studying there!
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ON THIS DAY : COOLANGATTA BUSINESS
CLASS - INSPIRING WOMEN & LEADERS
The Coolangatta Business class talked about Mary Kay’s (Mary Kay Cosmetics) journey of
investing $5000 and turning it into multimillion-dollar business. Mary Kay told the women who worked for her that to be successful in life a person should put their beliefs first,
family second and work third. After sharing and discussing the success business story
of Mary Kay the trainer Mariana arranged some cupcakes for an in class morning tea to
celebrate women (after Mother’s Day) and anyone who is working hard on their goals.
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CREATIVE ZONE
BY HAFIZAH NASIR

RAYA TIME IS FAMILY TIME
HOW WE CELEBRATE HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI
The most significant celebration for Muslims is coming in
a week time. Yeayy, it’s coming!! It marks the end of the
fasting month of Ramadan
and is celebrated by Muslims
worldwide. The words ‘Hari
Raya’ means day of celebration in Malay language. It is
the first and only day in the
month of Syawal (the 10th
month of the Islamic calendar) during which Muslims
are not permitted to fast.
After the month of sacrifice
and reflection, Aidilfitri is
a time to rejoice with family and friends and exchange
gifts with the loved ones.
In Malaysia, the first two
days are regarded as public holidays but most will
take a week off for this celebration. Those working in
the cities will return to their
hometowns (balik kampung!!) and reunite with
their parents, relatives and
old friends in the celebration
of Hari Raya Aidilfitri, leaving
the cities quiet and empty
during the festive season.
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The fasting doesn’t deter the us from making preparations
to welcome Hari Raya Aidilfitri. The excitement builds up
way before the first day, where most families start to shop
for new clothes, delicacies and goodies and furnish their
house with new furniture and decoration weeks. Brightly-coloured lights, in the common hues of green, yellow
and gold, can be seen adorning in almost every houses, mosques and the offices of government agencies.
The best thing about Hari Raya is spending quality time with the loved ones. However, dressing up
for the occasion remains an integral part of the festivity. There is then the matter of what to wear.
Aidilfitri will not be fun without a new clothe. Baju Melayu
is a traditional clothe for Malay and it’s wear by Malay man.
This dress comes with a songkok and songket in waist circumference. Clothes which are common to women are the
baju kurung and kebaya shirts. Each year various fashions
introduced to diversify the design of coats of this tradition.

Aidilfitri is a joyous time and we are all looking forward to the celebrations with eagerness. Every country celebrates Aidilfitri differently as there is an influence of their traditions but commonly we
begin Aidilfitri with morning prayers. Before the beginning of the
prayer, Zakat Fitrah must be paid. This is the donation that goes to
the poor and needy, allowing those who would normally go without
to join in the celebrations of this Holy day. After the prayer, friends
and families greet each other with the traditional Aidilfitri greetings such as “ Selamat Hari Raya Aidillfitri Maaf Zahir dan Batin”
or in a simpler way, “Eid Mubarak” which means “Happy holiday”.
On the morning of Hari Raya Aidilfitri right after prayer, all family members will gather for breakfast and ask for forgiveness
from each other. All of the mistakes and hatred are been forgive
and forget The little ones will also be given ‘duit raya’ or gifts of
money in small packets. Some will go to family grave yard to pay
homage to the departed souls of loved ones. When night comes,
we let off firecrackers and fireworks. The atmospheres are filled
with the sound of loading fireworks and handmade cannon.

“Happiness is enjoying the
little things in life...”
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What is Ketupat?
Ketupat is one of the must-haves at Hari Raya. It is served together with beef rending (beef cooked with coconut milk and malay spices) together with satay (skewered
grilled meat). Other delicious delicate are such as lemang (glutinous rice cooked in
bamboo tubes), serunding (dry coconut fried with chilli) and curry chicken. The festival revolves around the theme of togetherness and happiness. it is about the unity of the family, staying true to oneself and all that jazz. Thus, this Aidilfitri is considered to be an occasion of immense rejoice. Although the cities start to be populated
again at the end of the week, the celebration doesn’t end there as one month of Hari
Raya Aidilfitri celebrations follow a month of fasting. People continue visiting each
other’s homes and throwing open houses until the festivities approaches its end 30
days later. It isn’t often that festivities last for a month long, so please take the opportunity to catch up with friends and family while indulging in the various delicacies!
“SELAMAT HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI, MAAF ZAHIR DAN BATIN”
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How to make Ketupat?
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ANVIA @ PLAY
Create your best Ketupat!
It is time to show us your creatitivy
to create you own version of
KETUPAT, using Ribbons, Colored
Paper and many more!
Stand a Chance to win $10 Beverage
voucher to the best, and most
creative KETUPAT! LET’S GO!
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